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About This Game
Flat path - relaxing puzzle game in a minimal style. It combines two game modes, one of which will help you relieve tension and
another will awaken your mind

Features
2 game modes
100 unique levels
2 color schemes(classic, night mode)
Full support only mouse or keyboard
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Title: Flat Path
Genre: Casual, Indie
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GooDCrafter
Publisher:
GooDCrafter
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2016
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Why you should buy this:
The visuals and music alone are worth the meager asking price.
The review:
You don't really get to know Kira (the only character besides you) very much during the short 30-45 minute story and the
ending, while it seemed rather rushed, was quite emotional for me. You do get a few choices during the story which will
ultimately determine whether you get ending 1 or 2, but they don't really change the rest of the story much. All in all, its a good
visual novel that maybe needs to let the pictures do more of the storytelling and increase character depth with a little more
dialogue and little less poetry. If you want a lengthy and heartwarming VN, look elsewhere. If you want a short, emotional little
trip, pick this one up.. Bugs, glitches and a rather unintuitive UI (no tooltips, or ways to check current objectives) mar this
game. It's very clear that this game could've done with a few more weeks of polishing. However, the basic concept is pretty fun.
It's very similar to Ghost Master, where you scare the inhabitants and or visitors of your home, except that game is a tad more
indepth. Considering this is a first attempt from The Fine Young Capitalists, don't expect any panty droppers... just a simple,
fun game where you scare the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of unsuspecting people looking for a thrill. I think
my favorite part of the game is the varied number of characters, their reactions and the character models themselves. A very
interesting artstyle to say the least. All in all, it's worth 5 bucks and it makes for a passable first outing. Can't wait to see what
else comes from this company.
Impressions:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AoTheNlPOjA. battlefield 2142? 3/10. Cute Outfit , 10\/10. It's ok I guess. This hentai
game has good graphics, very good art (you know what I mean), good music, ok controls, and HARD gameplay. This is a bullet
hell game where you only have to dodge bullets, but doing so WILL be difficult.
Good thing there is "focus mode" in this game (a button that allows you to go slower, to dodge some bullets more easily), and
they're also generous with the hits you can take on each level.
If you are up to a challenge, and you like hentai games, I would recommend this game to you, even at full price (because of how
dirt-cheap it is).
But, if you want an even better series of games in the same vein as this one, check out the Deep Space Waifu series:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/639790/DEEP_SPACE_WAIFU/
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LOOK...the game is unfinished...the problem with early acces is that the games dont get to be finished....the controls are ok...
the graphics are...well pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥... there is only one server and the map shown in the screenshot isnt on the server... u
join u log on u play tons of hackers.... i say wait....or just dont buy. PROS:
Nice retro\/pixel graphics.
Good music (but only one song).
100% achievements.
Decent sound effects.
Easy gameplay.
You can have fun playing it.
CONS:
Some enemies are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
No controller support.
Limited weapons.
Short.
\u2582\u2583\u2585\u2587\u2588 Final judgement: 70\/100 \u2588\u2587\u2585\u2583\u2582. It's a game about hitting
things with particles. That's your one sentence elevator pitch right there. YOU HIT THINGS WITH PARTICLES.
And it works. To a point.
It's a really weird game because when it works, when your play and the game come together and you're spinning
around this arena with your swarm of particles (hence "Swarm Arena") smacking the hell out of whatever comes your
way, it feels tremendous. The way the music kinda syncs up with your actions and it feels like you're performing some
sort of ballet of particle death and that, honestly, is really, really something.
But then you start to lose and a lose state in the game isn't quick and clean, it's the slow removal of your abililty to play
the game as your swarm gets wittled down and wittled down. It's not quite a walk of shame a la Ridiculous Fishing, it's
more that it seems like no-one could work out how to do this cleanly and fairly and just sort of went "that'll do". It
wouldn't be such a big sin if it didn't drag the game out and into a state where it's just not, briefly, enjoyable to play.
It's like your overriding memory of the last round isn't the bit where you're swooping round smacking everything with
your particle army, it's the bit where you're trapsing around trying to keep these two particles going to get a few extra
points. It doesn't even feel like clinging on desperately, just sort of "oh. well."
Nevermind though because Swarm Arena is worth it for the moments where you are THE PARTICLE KING and noone wants to stop THE PARTICLE KING because THE PARTICLE KING has ALL the particles and he'll particle up
your face. Or something like that.
Look, it's good except for the endgame bit, OK?. What a trippy ♥♥♥♥ing game.. Way too many bugs appears when you
start to go deeper in the engine
Unless you get it for at 50% off, do not waste your money with this below average software
Try DragonBones, it's better and free
Also the developers pretty much gave up on this software.. I was really hoping to play my favorite game from my
childhood but sadly it doesn't work for my computer, same with the second and third game... So it really isn't worth the
price....
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